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NFT & Metaverse
Marketplace
WHITEPAPER
V 1.0

Create, Collect And
Sell Digital Items.
Digital Marketplace For Crypto Collectibles
And Non-Fungible Tokens. Buy, Sell, And
Discover Exclusive Digital assets.

Ticker : IMR token

INTRODUCTION
The Iconic Metaride (IMR) is a community-driven GameFi platform that
harnesses the potential of games and digital financial markets to
empower users by rewarding them for their engagement and
participation. We aim to provide value for the global game development
and gaming communities by combining DeFi, NFTs(Nonfungible
tokens), and a unique tokenomics system. The platform is built on
blockchain technology and will use non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to give
participants ownership of their digital assets. With its unique
tokenomics, high levels of engagement, and the idea of gamifying
one’s life, these rewards allow its community to grow its asset in real
life.
At Iconic, we are always looking for new and exciting ways to enhance
your viewing experience. We are keen to integrate and grow with new
and emerging technologies, including 3D and virtual reality games, NFT
staking platform, OTT platform, Tourism, hybrid virtual events, and
Forex, allowing users to get the most out of your Iconic experience.
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Iconic MetaRide User Guide
Before you start

This chapter will widely introduce the necessary
information of the Iconic Metaride project. By helping
players comprehend the three basic concepts related to the
Iconic Metaride project and the developing direction of the
project.
A Quick Understanding paragraph is added in each section
to explain the complex and challenging concepts. Views are
quoted from community players who do not represent
official opinions.

Primary Information
What is DeFi?

The DeFi platform is an ecosystem of decentralized financial
applications that run on a blockchain-based protocol for capital
markets.
QUICK UNDERSTANDING
DeFi is a catch-all term for decentralized
financial applications based on crypto or
blockchains. This includes everything
from payment apps to alternative
lending. The Defi concept is not new.
Defi (Decentralized Finance) is a set of
protocols and applications that allow the
open-source development of financial
services.

In addition to payment and lending, there
are many other areas in Defi, such as
collateral management implementation,
cross-exchange clearing, etc. . It aims to
build a globally-shared financial network
based on open standards.
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What is an NFT?
NFT full name is a Non-Fungible
Token with indivisible,
irreplaceable, unique, etc.

NFTs are created by specially
designed smart contracts on the blockchain.
NFT is a unique data carrier for the
interactive entertainment industry. Games
will use NFT to make virtual items more
valuable and approachable. Games
that adopt Blockchain technology will
create new gameplay and monetization
models previously unavailable.
With its collectible attributes and simple
trading, NFT can be used in games to make
digital items have a greater lifespan, higher
appreciation space, mightier playability, and
broader circulation.
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What is Ga
meFi?

GameFi is an ecosystem that
combines game theory and smart contracts to build a
decentralized finance market with lower entry barriers. The GameFi ecosystem will
revolutionize the way users play games. It will allow users to earn IMR tokens through in-game
achievements and NFTs that will help to bring a level of transparency to the industry that has never been
seen before. GameFi’s token is an NFT and DEX hybrid, allowing gamers to monetize game assets and
earn rewards for improving their game. GameFi’s tokens are unique because they are both an NFT (NonFungible Token) and a DEX (Decentralized Exchange). For any eSports fan, this gives GameFi a
considerable advantage. It is a platform that builds on top of NFT technology, is fully compliant with
regulations, and provides developers and players with powerful tools to develop games and apps. It
wants to bring together the gaming community and the finance community. This creates a simple way
for anyone to earn tokens by playing games.

From the financial
GameFi provides an ideal version of the smart contract and refers to the underlying blockchain
technology to add the third-party control mechanism, which realizes data tamper-proof and creates
an open environment for all financial attributes.
GameFi strives to be the world’s most extensive decentralized virtual economic system, allowing
everybody to contribute by playing games or being rewarded.

From game

GameFi combines blockchain technology with the
entertainment industry, allowing game players to invest
and participate in their favorite games, focusing on
community and fair play.
GameFi uses blockchain technology and smart
contract to implement the value of tokens, making
game assets' tokenization possible through various
game mechanisms.
The Game Protocol provides a digital container for the
standardized and transferable representations of game
items and digital assets and creates a transparent,
verifiable, and reliable game trading ecosystem.

Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency are becoming more prevalent in the video gaming
industry. GameFi will decentralize what is currently an unfair system, giving players control over
their funds with transparency and security.
GameFi will empower video gamers through a decentralized playing ecosystem, where players can
connect and engage on an advanced gaming platform that benefits their pocket. It’s a
revolutionary approach to gaming.
GameFi will change the way we think about video game microtransactions. No longer will the
users have to worry about their account being hacked or your items being stolen.
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Iconic Metaride Project

Iconic Metaride Project
Iconic metaride is a GameFi platform that allows gamers to manage their gaming assets. We use
blockchain technology and create a safe and transparent gaming environment to allow users to own,
trade, manage and play games seamlessly on the platform. Users can turn their gaming habits into
assets on our platform.
The platform uses a revolutionary token economic system that combines the advantages of DeFi and
NFT and uses financial mechanisms and game systems to empower players.
The thing that makes Iconic Metaride unique is the rewarding system. Rewarding players for playing
is an effective way for developers to incentivize engagement and dedication. We want to create an
ecosystem where players can earn and trade their tokens on our platform through NFT and website
games.
Iconic Metaride to become the next epoch-making decentralized / community-driven / developerfriendly GameFi platform. It’s a monumental leap forward for the blockchain gaming industry. It’s the
kinesthetic interface for digital assets built to accomplish things that have never been possible
before in the NFT space. It is the ultimate trustless ecosystem, using the power of both NFTs and
DeFi to enable seamless interaction between game economies and their underlying assets.
Iconic metaride will make it possible to launch, manage and interact with NFTs, which is a huge step
towards greater democratization in the gaming industry. Iconic Metaride will have its own string of
NFT based on Games. Our NFT marketplace will consist of two platforms for buying and selling NFTs
and the other for staking NFTs.
That's not it. Iconic Metaride is striving to create an all-in-one platform. Iconic upcoming future
predicament developments in the coming months are as follows: Gaming platform with 3D and
virtual reality games, OTT, which will have a wide variety of VR movies, Tourism and hybrid virtual
events, and Forex.
The Team behind Iconic Metaride is a group of experienced professionals spanning multiple
industries such as gaming, Forex, Virtual reality, and Blockchain.
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Quick Understanding
Short term: To become an entertainment platform in the blockchain game industry, referring
to PlayStation/Xbox in the traditional game industry.
Long-term: Set up a one-stop global distribution platform dedicated to the blockchain game
industry. When we say long-term, we mean it: we want to build a game platform with the
blockchain game industry, just like Microsoft and Sony in the traditional game industry, but in
a decentralized way.

Mission
Every company strives to adapt to the ever-changing communities around them, striving to make
their names known and not have to rely on heavy marketing. Iconic Metaride's mission is to
provide mutually beneficial relationships between the user and companies, one that the user will
enjoy and want to keep coming back for. Iconic Metaride has created a completely decentralized
platform where NFT Creators can develop, deploy and bring their assets to market in a safe and
accessible way for users. Iconic is a platform that will bring and empower independent artists to
create and manage their own assets via a set of tools and smart contracts. Iconic Metaride is a
decentralized ecosystem that provides its user with a multitude of options when it comes to
spawning new items, posting/sharing content, and getting rewarded for it. The Iconic Metaride
ecosystem rewards everyone for their contributions.
Iconic Metaride is a community-driven, blockchain-based gaming platform. Our mission is to
make online gaming truly fair, secure, and transparent; then reward the community for its
contributions.
The community drives every single product’s value. Therefore the community should be rewarded
for their contributions.
Community contributions come in many forms, and the Iconic Metaride platform rewards the
community in every way possible. From influencers to simply enjoying games on the platform,
there is a piece of Iconic Metaride for everyone.
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Feature Highlights
NFT Platform
Purchase, sell and staKe NFTs ( Staking profit monthly)
Gaming Platform
Play and discover new worlds in augmented reality in 2D, 3D, and VR.
OTT Platform
Enjoy a new level of immersion to movies, series, and VR content to life.
Tourism Virtual event
View locations in 360-degree photospheres where ever you are.
Hybrid Virtual event
Explore & interact in various types of virtual events and grow.
Mystery BOX
Win exclusive NFTs by purchasing Mystery Box
Forex Broker House
Trade Iconic Metaride tokens on Forex

Play and win rewards
The main ways of Play To win Rewards:
1.
2.
3.

Participate in staking on the Iconic Metaride platform
Participate in Mystery BOX Raffles
Participate in games on the Iconic Metaride platform

Preparations
Download Iconic Metaride dapp on Moblie/ Desktop

1
3

Phone Number and Email
Used to register an Iconic Metaride account
Iconic Metaride wallet (On Iconic Metaride)
Token Pocket (Official Docs)
MetaMask (Official Docs)
Other BSC wallets

2
4

BSC wallet
Iconic Metaride is a pro
Because Iconic Metaride is based on
the Binance Smart Chain, the wallet
needs to be set up on the BSC
mainnet.
Find details on "Binance official
document."
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Iconic MetaRide
NFT
Creating the “Internet of NFT,” the Iconic
Metaride platform is a blockchain gaming
infrastructure that helps build a creative
community that shares value and
ownership. Our metaride platform is tailormade for NFT collectors. We have created
various tools to facilitate and encourage
engagement across many communities.

True Interoperability
While many recognize the capabilities of Non-Fungible Tokens, they
still haven’t reached it’s full potential when used in the gaming
industry. This is partly due to constraints on the current NFT
standards, high gas fees for refined randomization, and failure to
show true interoperability.
To remedy this issue, IMR NFTs use the BSC network. This
remarkably reduces gas fees allowing for more refined logic when
generating outstanding NFTs on-chain.
True interoperability can be accomplished in two ways. Either by
interoperability between multichain or interoperability between app.
Iconic Metaride solves this issue by providing an NFT bridging
function that allows the NFT generated on the BSC network to move
multi chains. These NFTs can also be used on all the games on the
Iconic metaride Game platform, creating universal interoperability
between blockchains and applications.
www.iconicmetaride.io
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NFT
Creator

Iconic Metaride is a unique platform that enables artists
to mint their own NFTs on the BSC blockchain to create
one-of-a-kind collectibles.
The Iconic Metaride platform encourages community
engagement and believes that community input should
be rewarded accordingly; Iconic Metaride is a platform
for artists and designers to create their own unique NFTs
to be used across the Iconic Metaride games.

Click, Customize, Create
A user uploads an image of their creation stored on the IPFS system,
ensuring that their products will never disappear. The user then can
select several attributes for their NFT and a revenue-sharing model. The
user can choose how much of each final sale they would like to keep,
which will automatically be deducted from the final sale price and sent to
the creator's wallet.
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NFT Marketplace
The Iconic marketplace is a
decentralized exchange that
offers a safe, borderless platform
for selling, discovering, and
collecting unique NFTs.
In order to deliver the best
experience and low fees, we have
optimized the smart contracts
specifically for IMR NFT Farmer
in the following ways.
SALE

BUY

There is no trading fee for IMR tokens. Purchase NFTs on your own or with a group of
friends simultaneously. This safe and secure digital asset exchange marketplace is
built to handle high-volume transactions.
IMR tokens can be swapped directly within the smart contract. Therefore users don't
have to unstake their IMR tokens to be traded in the NFT Marketplace. This also
lowers gas fees to provide a low-cost experience when selling NFT assets.
When a user lists their IMR tokens for sale, the IMR hash rate is subtracted from the
user's Total Hash Rate. Therefore the user doesn't have to unstake, saving on gas
fees.
When a user buys an IMR from the marketplace, the IMR's hash rate is added directly
to the user's Total Hash Rate. Therefore the user doesn't have to stake, saving on gas
fees.
The marketplace also has a Bundle System giving users the option to sell or buy
multiple IMR NFTs at a time.
The Iconic metaride is a marketplace for limited edition NFTs, where you can collect
and exchange your favorite icons and sell them when the price goes up.
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Virtual Reality (AR, VR, and MR)

(COMING SOON)
Feel the rush of flying through cities in a blur
of speed or hurl thunderbolts from the
heavens over an active volcano, all in Virtual
Reality. A new dimension in the gaming
experience, Iconic metaride offers VR, AR,
and MR technology.
Virtual reality games are a breathtaking
demonstration of what the Iconic Metaride
platform is capable of. It brings together the
most advanced technologies in one
groundbreaking experience that changes
everything.
We are more than just a technology
company. We are reaching out to the
ecosystem and bringing them on board in
the Iconic metaride platform. Our everexpanding platform will be supported by our
VR/AR/MR hardware devices like VR
goggles and headsets. Imagine finding the
perfect piece of content on the Iconic
metaride platform of your phone or tablet,
wherever you are. Imagine accessing it on
any device - in the real world or virtual
reality devices. We will bring you all these
terrific features on our platform in the
coming future.
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Tourism Event in VR

(COMING SOON)
Experience virtual reality from a whole new perspective
with iconic metaride.
The tourism industry is rapidly evolving, and so are
the technologies involved. The use of VR technology in
the tourism industry is also emerging as an effective
tool for promoting destinations, offering highly
immersive
visitor experiences, and much more.
Iconic Metaride brings you to the most iconic
places in the world—places that cannot be described
with words, stories, or pictures. We take our users to
these places in virtual reality. They can look around, see
things from every angle, explore the 360 degrees of
these locations, and much more. We publish
captivating, interactive media, combining the beauty of
videography with the future of digital technology.

By now, it's evident that virtual technology is growing as one of the most important
technologies and trends contributing to the advancement of modern tourism. These
days, tons of companies are developing interactive features for promoting destinations
and creating a positive experience for tourists.
We’re excited to help you experience the world in a whole new way. With 360°
panoramic media, we offer you true synesthesia and unparalleled freedom of
exploration.
Our team is dedicated to giving our clients the next level of web development. We exist
to make watching and interacting with content easy, functional, and engaging.
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Hybrid Virtual events

(COMING SOON)
Online virtual exhibitions fairs have become one of the most demanded business-tobusiness marketing platforms. Exhibit your products, connect with new audiences,
and demonstrate value. Reach a wider audience than ever before and differentiate
your offerings.
We give you a ground to make new connections, stay top of mind with your best
customers, and add a new dimension of value to your brand by exhibiting at the
industry’s premier consumer conference. By exhibiting at the consumer trade show,
you get to promote your brand value and showcase your product.
Iconic Meta started with a team of idea-driven enthusiasts with a big vision to give
sustainability and broader opportunities to the worldwide event industry and
facilitate peoples' lives. We want to create a virtual environment applied by different
businesses and industries where users can interact and grow.
Iconic Metaride created the global event industry, removing time and space barriers,
bringing conference organizers, event planners, industries, and prospects together,
bypassing geographical, time, and circumstance constraints.
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Global VIRTUAL
EVENT INDUSTRY
OPPORTUNITIES AND FORCAST, 2021-2028

Growing at a
CAGR of 12.6% (2021-2028)

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

2026 2027 2028

Global Virtual Events Industry
is Expected to reach
$ 701,392.4 Billion by 2028
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Top features of Hybrid Virtual events:
1.Your exhibitors full control of their counters. They can select the design, add graphics, colors,
pick & customize avatars, and upload videos and downloadable documents for visitors.
2. Private & Group Chat
Use our chat space to connect with attendees. Exhibitors can host group or 1:1 audio and video
conferences to talk to leads, make a sales pitch, and generate long-lasting interest.
3. Convenient Document Sharing
Publish various product resources like spec sheets, release news, tutorials, and use case data.
Attendees can save resources to their virtual bag to download and study later.
4. Sponsorship Opportunities
Monetize your event with diverse sponsorship options and give your sponsors maximum
exposure at your virtual exhibition fair.

Our Virtual, hybrid environment consists of the following Features:
Leverage user-friendly 3D innovations to create an immersive
entrance, exhibition halls, and auditoriums.
Attracts audiences to interactive exhibition booths
Deliver a quoted message of diversity and inclusivity with selfselect- customized animated avatars
Ready to offer support and direction with the help desk.

Type of Hybrid Virtual Events on our platform:
Expo Hall
Huge Audience, Globally accessible, 3D graphics, Self- Avatar, Voice assistants, and many
more.

Conference Hall
Interactive presentations, orations, comfortable virtual seat availability, and more.

Party Zone
Social Networking, afterparties, music, concerts, and fun.

Monetization Space
Additional revenue generation via running lanes, hanging banners and TVs, wall banners, and
more.

Meeting Rooms
Meeting rooms of various designs for group or private discussions and presentations.

Tools
Attendance check, moderators, raising hands, screen-share, changing seats, integrations,
video call, real-time voice talk, user roles, and many more.
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Gaming Platform

(COMING SOON)
Play and discover new worlds in augmented reality. Choose from a variety of games.
The metaverse is a hypothesized Internet iteration, supporting persistent online 3-D
virtual environments through conventional personal computing and virtual and
augmented reality headsets. Metaverses have already been implemented in video
games such as Second Life in some limited form.
Iconic Metaride is a brand-new dimension in the gaming experience. Designed with
both VR and AR technology, it’s reshaping what you expect from a game. It will be a
fully immersive experience that will enable users' imagination to soar. We have fun
and engaging multiplayer games, competitive and cooperative gameplay modes,
customizable characters, and a massive community of gamers to play with on our
platform.
The Iconic Metaride strategy empowers the community with a much-needed
blockchain-based game platform that is secured and transparent, where the
community can easily buy and sell NFTs of the games, providing true ownership for
gamers. Iconic Metaride is creating a platform on which various games will be played.
Each game in the platform will have its own NFTs; each NFT will be used in those
games.
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MOVICON OTT
Platform

(COMING SOON)

Iconic Metaride will also have a full-service OTT platform with its own VR, AR, and MR
services for viewing virtual reality series/videos. We examine VR, AR, MR, and 360
videos creating value by making them readily available on our platform through
automated and seamless technology. Our Mission is to create a world-class portal for
delivering virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality content to all kinds of VR,
AR, MR devices, and other technologies. We will provide millions of people with VR
films, TV series, and watchable ads.
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Financial

IMR TOKEN INFO

INFORMATION

Pre-sale Price 1 IMR = $ 1
IMO Price 1 IMR = $ 2
Accepting BTC, ETH, USDT, LTC
Soft cap : $ 2,000,000
Hard cap: $ 7,000,000
Bonuses IMO

IMR TOKEN INFO
Ticker :- IMR
Platform :- Binance Smart Chain
Token Type :- BEP20
Available for sale (Token) :- 5,500,000
Total supply :- 10,000,000

SMART CONTRACT
0x8ca20538e6d1328b2e731d25e613bd1f8e3d9e2a
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Financial

Token Distribution

Token sale with Bonus 55%
Reserve 20%
Tech Team Share 10%
Partner & Advisors 5%
Bounty 5%
Airdrop 5%

Fund Allocation
Development 27%
Marketing Campaign 45%
Reserve 23%
Licensing 2%
Legal 3%
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Pre Launch Rounds
Rounds

Price

Tokens

Round 1

$1

100,000

Round 2

$ 1.25

100,000

Round 3

$ 1.5

100,000

Round 4

$ 1.75

200,000
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Roadmap
Iconic Metaride platform Stage 1 development
Iconic Metride website launch
White paper launch
Iconic Metaride Decentralized Wallet

Iconic Metaride white paper audit
Optimized Yield Farming Contracts on BSc
Complete NFT Smart Contracts
Introduce play and earn mechanism

Q2 2022

Iconic Metaride Play and earn Platform
official launch.
Optimize Yield Farming contracts for
higher yield
Iconic Metaride Bridge for Multichain NFT
support

Q4 2022

Q1 2022

Q3 2022

Iconic Metaride NFT Creator Platform
Token Mining Pool
Retail Iconic Metaride NFT Mystery BOXes
Legendary Iconic Metaride NFT

Expand on Achievement system to
increase engagement and retention
Complete and optimize APIs with
Publisher NFT ID to track revenue share
To Be Continued... Surprise!!

Q1 2023
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